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FROM WHERE IS
THIS INFORMATION
DERIVED?

has specific guidelines regarding

food safety, mobile food facilities,

temporary food facilities, and more.

VC Environmental Health

establishes additional guidelines

and procedures, particularly

regarding payment of food.

Moorpark College/VCCCD



During a regular student

club/org. meeting01

WHEN AND WHERE CAN
CLUBS SERVE FOOD?

At a club-organized

campus event02

When tabling for

outreach purposes03



SERVING FOOD AT MEETINGS
Club meetings are considered to be private events,

meaning you have a specific guest list in which only those

individuals on the list are invited to attend.

01 You do not need any

additional sort of permit if

the event is not widely

advertised to the public.

02 At a private event, you can

serve food prepared at

home (potluck style) or

purchased at an eatery.

03 If food and drinks are

being donated and there is

no cost to the club, then

no permit is required.



PETTY CASH
Easiest way to purchase food for a meeting

is with petty cash.

Maximum amount you can withdraw from

your club's account is $200.

Don't be too specific on the type of food

you're buying if you think there's a chance

you could change your mind.

See "Petty cash processing" section on

Resources for clubs page for more details.



Be sure to give the caterer

adequate information to find

your event location. A link to the

campus map and a contact's

cell phone number are good

ideas!

CATERING A CLOSED/
PRIVATE EVENT

Clubs can use their funds to order catered food for a private meeting or closed event.

03

04

01

02

Make sure the vendor is in

our system (or have them

complete a "New Vendor

Packet").

Obtain a quote from them

and use the information

from it to complete a

requisition requesting a

P.O. with the caterer.

Submit the completed

requisition and quote to the  

Student Activities Office for

processing.

If vendor is dropping off food,

then no Certificate of Insurance

is required. If the caterer is

serving the food during the

event, they must provide a COI.



FOOD AT PUBLIC OR
COMMUNITY EVENTS
If your event is being advertised to the broader

community and the general public is invited

(meaning anyone can attend), then the event is to

be regulated and requires a permit.

Public/community events that feature food often

include either a Mobile Food Facility (a permitted

vehicle, like a food truck) or a Temporary Food

Facility (a food booth that sells or gives away food

and drinks).

Within Ventura County, it is much easier to host a

MFF than a TFF. This training will not cover TFFs,

but contact Student Activities if you are considering

this option.



MOBILE FOOD FACILITIES
MFFs are a great way to drive people to events, and they do

not require your club to pay for permits. Steps to hire a MFF:

Confirm you have sufficient funds to pay for the food the

truck will give out (assuming you're buying guests food)

Submit a Moorpark College Facility Use Form (on the

Resources for clubs page under "Reserving spaces")

Contact the potential food truck vendor:

Confirmation they are available for your event day/time

Confirm they accept Purchase Orders

Verify their quote for the food fits your budget

Have them complete a New Vendor Packet

Request a copy of their current Ventura county health

permit and their truck or trailer's license plate number

Request a Certificate of Insurance

1.

2.

3.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.



MFFS (CONTINUED)
4. Use that information to complete a MFF Event Organizer

Form.



MFFS (CONTINUED)
4. Use that information to complete a MFF Event Organizer

Form.

5. Using Google maps, create a map showing the exact

placement of food truck as arranged with the Student

Activities Office and Business Services Office (per your

Moorpark College Facility Use Form).



MFFS (CONTINUED)
4. Use that information to complete a MFF Event Organizer

Form.

5. Using Google maps, create a map showing the exact

placement of food truck as arranged with the Student

Activities Office and Business Services Office (per your

Moorpark College Facility Use Form).

6. Submit the aforementioned paperwork (in steps 3,4,5) along

with a completed hard-copy requisition (if paying the food

truck to attend your event and give out food) to the Student

Activities Office for processing.



MFFS (CONTINUED)
If your club is purchasing food from the

food truck for guests, you would need to

complete a requisition form to initiate the

request for a Purchase Order, which is a

formal agreement between the food truck

owner and the District.

You would complete the requisition form

using information from the quote you

obtained from the food truck.

Completed requisition and quote go to the

Student Activities Office for processing.



MFFS (CONTINUED)
Be sure to give the food truck directions on how to get to

campus, reminding them of the COVID screening guidelines.

Let Student Activities know once your event has passed so we

can ensure payment is issued to your food truck vendor (if

applicable).



This is permitted so long as the items are store-bought, factory-
sealed items (like granola bars, bags of chips, candy, or other
things that come individually wrapped).

GIVING AWAY FOOD AT
OUTREACH EVENTS

You cannot give away home-made goods or things that are not
individually wrapped or sealed for freshness and safety.

You can use petty cash to purchase these items, following the
same steps as mentioned earlier.



ANY QUESTIONS?


